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Astrophysical Neutrino Spectrum

• Growing evidence the astrophysical  
neutrino spectrum does not follow a  
simple power law 

• Multiple populations of sources, 
complex source dynamics,…? 

• Atmospheric neutrinos limit the  
observable energy range  

• Something interesting at a few 10’s of TeV? 

• Low energy behavior important for  
understanding relationship to  
extragalactic gamma ray background
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Atmospheric Neutrino Veto

• Atmospheric neutrinos are a  
foreground to neutrino telescopes 

• Can be vetoed by detecting the  
neutrinos’ parent air showers
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Schönert, Gaisser, Resconi and Schulz, Phys. Rev. D79, 043009 (2009),  
Gaisser, Jero, Karle and van Santen, Phys. Rev. D90, 023009 (2014)
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Air Cherenkov Veto

• Muon detectors under 1.5 km 
overburden not the most obvious 
way to detect air showers 

• Alternatively, look for particles 
reaching the surface or 
Cherenkov photons emitted by 
the shower 

• Inexpensive Cherenkov detectors 
offer intrinsic directionality and low 
threshold, light pool extends for 
hundreds of meters 

• Main drawbacks are restricted 
duty cycle, background stability

See J. Auffenberg’s talk 

(next session) for one 

potential design: IceACT



Cherenkov Emission

• Photon density falls off more rapidly 
beyond ~100 m from shower axis 

• Shower-to-shower variation is 
larger in the center, density is 
more consistent at edges 

• Photon spectrum flattened somewhat 
by atmospheric attenuation 

• Weakly dependent on energy and 
zenith (to 60º) → ignore for now 

• Arrive in a fast pulse: 20 ns window 
collects ~75% of photons even at 
edges of light pool

production

at ground

50 TeV p+ from zenith



Background Light

• Night sky background 

• Using a model from La Palma/Namibia  
(should be conservative for South Pole) 

• Roughly follows λ3.5 spectrum 

• Dark counts 

• Dark rate of SensL-C SiPM is 200 Hz/mm2 

at -30ºC (highest recorded SP winter temp.) 

• For a 61-pixel camera with 6 mm x 6 mm  
SiPMs: <1% probability of a single dark  
count in a 20 ns trigger window → ignore 

• Aurora australis 

• Emission primarily in lines (notch filter?) – not believed to be show-stopper in U or B bands, 
but still under investigation

Fig. 8. Average di↵erential photon flux in La Palma (full squares) and Namibia
(triangles) from a set of dark regions near the zenith, as a function of wavelength.
Also shown are the values of [3] for La Palma (open squares), see text for details.

In order to explore the variation of night sky brightness across the Milky Way,
the range �70� < l < 70� and �30� < b < 30� was scanned in several nights,
with step sizes varying between 5� for the regions of large b and l, to 2� for the
region of the galactic center. Fig. 11 illustrates the flux variation across the
central region of the Milky Way. Fig. 12 shows in more detail the dependence
of the photon flux on b, for di↵erent ranges of l, and also indicates the scatter
of data points in each region. The galactic center region shows a prominent
enhancement of photon flux, up to a factor 4 above the values obtained for dark
regions of the sky. The flux peaks at b ⇡ �5�; the center region at b = 0, l = 0 is
shadowed by dark clouds. Most of the scan points were taken at larger altitudes
– the median altitude is 60� – and the observed variation of the photon flux
should largely reflect a genuine dependence on b and l, as opposed to artefacts
resulting from the variation with alt and az of the zodiacal light and the light
pollution from Windhoek. In particular, data for the center region, |l| < 20�

and small |b|, were taken avoiding the regions towards Windhoek and towards
the zodiacal light. Selecting particularly ‘clean’ data sets, using only data
at alt > 60� or taken in the hours around midnight, the pattern remains
unchanged.

14

Preuß et al. 2001
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Photon Detection Efficiency

• Assumed optical efficiency of telescope (lens, geometry, camera plane 
instrumentation, etc.): 15% 

• SiPM collection efficiency 

• SensL-C assumed for now 

• New J model, better in UV? 

• UG11 glass filter to cut 
out long wavelengths 

• Extends lower than  
sensitivity of currently  
assumed SiPM model 

• Inclusion under study

7

-C



Straw Man Trigger

2.2 kHz

120 kHz

• Envision buffering trigger primitives 
for few seconds, readout only for 
IceCube trigger coincidence 

• NSB background rate 6.36 x 10-2  
PE pixel-1 (20 ns)-1 m-2 after efficiencies 

• Toy MC of a coincidence trigger for  
an IceACT-like telescope: Qtot in  
20 ns in three neighboring pixels  

• Threshold of ≥3 PE gives 0.2%  
accidentals → ~120 kHz rate 

• Threshold of 4 PE gives  
accidental trigger chance of  
~4 x 10-5 → ~2.2 kHz
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Shower Detection Distance

• Simulated vertical proton showers at three energies with Corsika 

• Most missed showers 
penetrate too deeply,  
Cherenkov light pool  
doesn’t have time to  
spread out 

• Vertical protons are 
therefore worst case 

• ~99% of 100 TeV 
showers detectable 
out to 150 m 

• Corresponds to ~30 TeV 
atmospheric neutrinos

9

0.24 m2 area, 3 PE triplet trigger
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Multi-Telescope Stations

• Envision stations with multiple small telescopes in a fly’s-eye 
arrangement

10

IceACT Stations
18° FOV FROM ZENITH
7 telescopes per station

30° FOV FROM ZENITH
19 telescopes per station

Side View

Top View

4/30/2017 RYSEWYK, DEYOUNG 8
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A Possible Air Cherenkov Veto Array

• Per-telescope cost estimate  
~10,000€ (plus cables, etc.) 

• Also investigating a ring array for Galactic Center → comparable # telescopes

11

How many 
DOMs seen

Number of 
Telescopes

n > 50 196

10 < n ≤ 50 53

0 < n ≤ 10 4

n = 0 384

18° FOV from zenith

4/30/2017 RYSEWYK, DEYOUNG 12

~250 telescopes required to cover 
18º from zenith (~700 for 30º)

How many 
DOMs seen

Number of 
Telescopes

n > 50 196

10 < n ≤ 50 53

0 < n ≤ 10 4

n = 0 384

18° FOV from zenith
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Impact on Neutrino Astronomy

• Preliminary measurements  
from South Pole indicate  
~20% duty cycle is possible 

• For a source in the field of 
view with dN/dE ~ E-2.5  
spectrum, factor of 2-3  
increase in through-going  
muon rate 

• Assumes step-function efficiency,  
needs to be refined 

• Could also increase fiducial volume for starting events (now only 40%)

12

Increased Neutrino Rates with IceACT
Current fiducial volume ~40%
of IceCube

For a source with neutrino 
spectrum of 𝐸𝜈−2.5 and a 20% 
duty cycle:
◦ Increased rate of neutrino 

interactions in IceCube by 50-
150%

◦ Increase rate of 𝜈𝜇 events 
interacting above fiducial 
volume by a factor of 2-3

4/30/2017 RYSEWYK, DEYOUNG 16

Plot from Jakob van Santen



Larger Telescopes?

• Assume telescope collection area of 0.50 m2 (~2x IceACT) 

• Crudest approach: two IceACTs 

• Different SiPMs might 
increase collection 
with better S/N 

• ~99% of 50 TeV 
showers detectable 
out to 150 m 

• Alternatively, could  
increase spacing, but 
tail of penetrating  
showers is tough

0.50 m2 area, 4 PE triplet trigger
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Outlook

• Preliminary studies indicate air shower detection with inexpensive air 
Cherenkov detection is promising 

• Primary cosmic ray threshold of 50-100 TeV seems possible → corresponds to 
neutrino veto threshold around 20-30 TeV  

• Critical energy range for investigating Galactic sources, lower-energy behavior of 
IceCube astrophysical neutrino flux 

• Potential to increase rate of through-going neutrino-induced muons by a 
factor of several for a source in the field of view 

• Reasonable sky coverage appears possible at several M$ cost scale (MRI) 

• Full detector simulation, characterization of background levels and 
environmental issues at site now underway

14
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Aurora Australis

• Some nitrogen lines in UG11 window (391.4 nm right at edge)

15

airglow, these collisions give rise to a host of emission lines. The
blue region (U and B bands) is dominated by the N2 second
positive (2P) and Nþ

2 first negative (1N) bands, while in the
green region (V band), the strongest emission is that of atomic
oxygen (557.7 nm). Redward of 650 nm, the R and I bands
contain a quasi-continuum contribution predominantly from
the N2 first positive (1P), N

þ
2 Meinel (M), and O2 atmospheric

(ATM) bands (Gattinger & Jones 1974; Jones & Gattinger
1975).

A comparison of a typical airglow and auroral spectrum is
presented in Figure 1. Of particular interest is the [O I] 557.7 nm
emission, which dominates the V band in both phenomena.
Indeed, the constant presence of this line prompted the use

of terminology such as the permanent (Yntema 1909) or
nonpolar (Rayleigh 1924) aurora for what is now commonly
known as airglow. Accordingly, an auroral event cannot be con-
firmed based on the existence of this line alone. While the for-
bidden transition that emits the 557.7 nm photon is the same in
both cases (see eq. [4]), the production of excited atomic
oxygen, Oð1SÞ, that precedes the emission is different. During
the aurora, excitation to Oð1SÞ occurs directly via fast collisions
with energetic particles (Chamberlain 1961).

In contrast, and as explained, e.g., in Shepherd et al. (1997),
the [O I] 557.7 nm airglow emission begins with the initial dis-
sociation of O2 molecules by solar UV radiation. With long life-
times in the upper atmosphere (hours to days), the dissociated

FIG. 1.—Synthetic airglow (middle) and auroral (bottom) spectrum, displayed at 1.5 nm resolution, showing typical intensities (in kilorayleighs) of dominant emis-
sions in the 300–850 nm range. Wavelength identifications are in nanometers. Airglow emissions and intensities are from Meinel (1950a, 1950b) and Kvifte (1959).
Auroral emissions and intensities are from Gattinger & Jones (1974) and Jones & Gattinger (1975) and represent an IBC III auroral event (normalized to an [O I]
557.7 nm intensity of 100 kR). Note the different scales used on the y-axes; the [O I] 557.7 nm emission is ∼400 times greater in an IBC III aurora than it is in the typical
airglow. Curves on the upper plot show the normalized UBVRI photometric passbands. See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color version of this figure.

638 SIMS ET AL.

2012 PASP, 124:637–649
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UG11

bright (IBC III) aurora spectrum: Sims et al. 2012

1 kR = 8 x 1011 photons m-2 s-1 sr-1 
= 27.5 photons m-2 ns-1 in IceACT
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Aurora Australis

• 90th percentile of 428 nm line intensity reported by Dempsey (SP) is 
factor of 2.5-6.3 above assumed B band NSB 

• 6x assumed NSB rate would  
give MHz rate at 4 PE threshold 

• Sims et al. (Dome A) report  
similar median but 4x lower  
90th percentile during  
2009 solar maximum 

• Haven’t found any U band  
data – better to rely on our  
own in situ measurements 

16

SP aurorae: Dempsey et al. 2004

Auroral Contribution to Sky Brightness for Optical Astronomy on the Antarctic Plateau 97

Figure 5 Intensity of the 557.7-nm [Oi] line observed at the South Pole, in V magnitudes per square arcsecond.
The left axis shows the number of hours per winter that a particular intensity is observed. The cumulative probability
is shown on the right-hand axis.

Figure 6 Intensity of the 427.8-nm nitrogen band observed at the South Pole, in B magnitudes per square
arcsecond. The left axis shows the number of hours per winter that a particular intensity is observed. The cumulative
probability is shown on the right-hand axis.

the emission intensity at 427.8 nm (Gattinger & Vallance
Jones 1974). The intensity ratio, Iquasi/I427.8 = 0.85, is
therefore used to estimate the quasi-continuum contribu-
tion within the B band from the 427.8-nm photometer data.

A typical B band filter has a central wavelength of
436.0 nm and an effective width of 94.0 nm. Tables 2 to 8
show the intensities of the dominant auroral emission lines
for an IBC3 aurora. For such an aurora, the 427.8-nm band

CC  42 3A:5 6 A 4 A6 C6A  CC 5 : A  0
2565 7A CC  42 3A:5 6 A 4 A6 /:4 : 2 0C2C6 1 : 6A :C .:3A2A:6 A 2C D3 64C C C 6 ,2 3A:5 6 , A6 C6A 7 D 6 2 2: 23 6 2C

La Palma  
NSB

intensity of  
427.8 nm line
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Shower Detection with Increased Threshold

• Assume higher threshold required to reduce rate in electronics 

• For NSB alone, 4 PE  
triplet rate ~2200 Hz 

• ~97% of 100 TeV 
showers still detected 
out to 150 m 

• Probably 99% after 
accounting for overlap 
in station grid

17

0.24 m2 area, 4 PE triplet trigger
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Station Layout

18

Getting a Uniform Station Layout
Know we want stations with radius of 150 
meters.

Create a grid of hexagons that can be inscribed 
in a circle of radius 150 m.

Stations are located at the center of the 
hexagons/circles.

Showers near 150 m from stations may be seen 
by more than one station → “detectable by one 
telescope” criteria may be overconservative.

4/30/2017 10

150 m

RYSEWYK, DEYOUNG
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Large Overhead Array

19

How many 
DOMs seen

Number of 
Telescopes

n > 50 563

10 < n ≤ 50 148

0 < n ≤ 10 12

n = 0 2488

30° FOV from zenith

4/30/2017 RYSEWYK, DEYOUNG 13

~700 telescopes 
required to cover  
30º from zenith
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Camera Comparison: VERITAS vs. IceACT

20

IceACT 
pixel size


